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Abstract

In this study, Histology images of the patients were used as input to the Convolutional Neural

Network (CNN) models to predict the risk of the patients with brain tumour. Motivation for

this study was to highlight the emerging role of deep learning in the field of precision

medicine and suggest an expanding utility for computational analysis of histology in the

future practice of pathology. The Region of Interest (ROI) of the histology images

(1024x1024 pixels) of brain tumour of 769 patients was used to build a machine learning

model which can predict the hazard ratio (is frequently interpreted as risk ratio) of the

patients and survival time of the patient. Five diverse CNN models have been trained namely,

DensNet121, VGG-19, Xception, Inception-V3 and Inception-ResNet-V2. The loss function

of Cox-proportional hazard has been used to fit a survival model. For each CNN survival

model, a 15-fold cross validation was implemented on the training data. The image data for

769 patients was split into 80% as training with 616 patients and 20% for testing consisting

of 153 patients. There are 1239 ROI images for 616 patients and 266 ROI images of 153

patients. For each cross validation, the CNN model was trained for 100 epochs. For the test

data (153 patients), 9 High Power Fields (HPFs) (256x256 pixels) were sampled from each

ROI, and a risk is predicted for each field. The Median HPF risk is calculated in each ROI

and the second highest value among all ROIs was selected as the patient risk. The predicted

risk is calculated by taking the average of predicted risk for the last 5 epochs. The median

concordance index (CI) and integrated brier score (IBS) is evaluated from the predicted risk

and are compared for each of the models. Wilcoxon Ranksum test is used to test the null

hypothesis that the CI and IBS of five CNN models was significantly different for 5%

significance level. From the five CNN structures, DensNet121 had the best performance,

which was followed by VGG19, InceptionResNet-V2, InceptionV3 and Xception,

respectively.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1.  Research background and motivations

1.1.1. Survival Analysis

Clinical results particularly prognosis is frequently introduced as the timeframe between the

beginning and end of the clinical perception in combination with a binary status data,

indicating whether each patient experienced a clinical event of significance, such as a drug

reaction or the recurrence of a specific disease. This data is usually incomplete due to a lack

of observation of the event of interest. For example, a patient is being studied for recurrence

of a certain disease, the disease does not re-appear during that time but occurs after the study

ends. In that case it will be ambiguous whether the patient should be ordered into

recurrence-positive or recurrence-negative category. Such observations are often treated as

censored observations and observation time is integrated into the analysis. Such type of

analysis is known as survival analysis.

Survival analysis refers to the statistical methods to evaluate how long it will take for a

well-defined event of interest to occur. The time between inception of observation and

occurrence of event is called survival time. It has a wide range of applications such as death

of a specie, reappearance of a tumor cell, time until the failure of a part of machinery, lifetime

of a machinery etc. [1].

The most important issue in survival analysis is censoring which is a missing data problem. It

is usually faced when the study data is not available for all subjects under study. When the
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time to event information is not available due to the end of the analysis or lack of follow up,

the subject is said to be censored [2].

1.1.2. Standard methods in Survival Analysis

In the medical field, survival analysis plays an important role in the prediction of mortality,

recurrence of a disease, development of a disease cell etc. The subject of event of interest in

these cases are usually studied for years before its occurrence. The data gathered is then

analyzed statistically to draw useful conclusions. Traditional methods of survival analysis

include KM estimator, log rank test, Cox regression model and penalized cox models [3].

Lately, machine learning techniques have been developed and adapted in many fields which

involve statistical analysis of huge amount of data. Machine learning algorithms have been

proved to perform tasks very accurately. These algorithms “learn” from the data by extracting

and recognizing the trend in data, which, otherwise would be hard for a human being to

recognize. Generally, machine learning can be divided into supervised, unsupervised and

reinforcement learning [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8].

Some of machine learning methods adopted for survival analysis are listed as follows:

● For the analysis of multivariate survival time data, survival trees were constructed.

[9].

● Bagging survival trees or bootstrap survival trees [10].

● Cox Boosting, which was extended to statistical problems and found useful in

survival analysis [11].

● Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) were found to be useful in survival analysis and

were first used to predict cancer survival data. [12].
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1.2.  Deep Learning in Survival Analysis

Traditional survival analysis methods involve scalar or categorical features. The advancement

of image analysis techniques using deep learning technologies and computational capacities

has made it feasible to accomplish exceptional outcomes and implement deep learning

architectures on sizeable datasets with various underlying processes and more individual

learning inside. Deep convolutional architectures have surpassed the performance of machine

learning algorithms in many applications. Some of its applications in medical imaging

includes radiology, pathology, detection of abnormalities in magnetic resonance imaging

(MRI), computed tomography (CT) and ultrasound etc. Convolutional Neural Networks

(CNN) can extract predictive features from the images, thus making the system completely

end-to-end. This reduces the expert intervention as the feature extraction is being done by the

model itself. CNNs learn the weights of kernels which are used for feature extraction through

backpropagation.

Histology is defined as the study of microanatomy of tissues, cells and organs as seen through

microscope. It has been a significant device in interpretation of cancer for over a century. It

involves the study of structure of cell and relation between its functions and structures.

Histopathology and anatomic pathology are branches of medicine that involves the study and

diagnosis of abnormalities in tissues or cells. For testing the presence of cancer or tumor

cells, sample of tissues from the body is removed and then analyzed under microscope. The

interaction of individual with its environment results in phenotypic data. This data present in

histology reflects the total impact of sub-atomic adjustments on malignant growth cell

conduct which provides conducive observable read out for destructive behavior of disease.

These reports assist the specialists in the prediction of stage of cancer, recurrence time of

cancer cell and survival time of patients etc. This study is often referred to as survival

analysis which has gained importance in pathology since it gives an estimate of current stage
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of cell disease and helps the specialist in treatment choice. Human analysis of histology is

profoundly abstract and is not repeatable consequently, computational examination of

histology imaging has gained huge importance.

Genomic data refers to sequence of an individual’s sequenced Deoxyribonucleic Acid

(DNA). Genome is one’s complete set of genes and genomic data can be derived from it by

sequencing the DNA variations. Genomic reports can be used for following purposes [13]:

● It can be used to reveal a person’s inheritance and information about someone related

to a person. Such information has gained importance especially in crime departments.

● It can be used to predict a certain disease risk that can be caused by genetic error.

● It can be used for gene therapy, which is used to cure a certain disease by correcting a

genetic error in advance.

● It can be used for developing applications of genomic technologies for genome

editing, to add, cut or change genomic sequences.

Genomic profiles have been serving as a source for discovery of predictive, prognostic, and

therapeutic biomarkers since past two decades [13]. The important steps in incorporating the

genomic data with survival analysis involves the identification of features which correlates

with survival data and assessment of survival association. The repositories of genomic data

are expanding which makes it possible to introduce artificial intelligence methods in the

study of such types of data. This type of data can be used to implement deep learning

algorithms for the detection of features that correlates the survival analysis with genomic data

and prediction of survival time [13]. Thus, both genotypic and phenotypic data will be used

for survival analysis.

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) are SOTA (State of the Art) models for classification

of images, segmentation, object detection, object recognition, object localization, as well as
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feature extraction. During past two decades these models have been developed and improved

to produce outcomes far better than traditional machine learning models. The very first CNN

architecture, which became famous and inspired researchers was LeNet-5 proposed in 1998

[14]. It was a shallow convolutional network as compared to modern networks and had only

60,000 learnable parameters. With the development of technology and faster GPUs and

CPUs, CNN models have improved. Several architectures namely AlexNet [15], GoogLeNet

[16], VGG-19 [17], and ResNet [18] showed improvements in performance for many

computer-vision tasks. These models are discussed briefly in the following sections.

1.2.1.  VGG-19

VGG or Visual Geometry Group has the simplest architecture, but it can also outperform

many complicated architectures. It consists of stack of convolution layers that are of size 3 3×

and max pooling filters. The concept of VGG is that each layer should have more filters as

compared to the previous layer. As the input propagates through layers, width and height of

input decreases whereas depth of the input volume increases. VGG-19 has “19” because of

number of layers it contains [17].

1.2.2.  Inception-ResNet-v2

Inception-ResNet-v2 incorporates the concept of residual networks in inception networks.

Inception networks are complex networks which solved the requirement of “deeper”

networks by introducing “wider” networks [19]. Rather than having filters of one size in each

layer, it stacks filters of multiple sizes in each layer. The output from each set of filters is

concatenated and fed into the next layer. ResNets are residual networks that work by skipping

connections. The output for previous layer is added to one or several layers ahead. ResNets

solve the problem of vanishing gradient and allow the training of much deeper network

effectively. Both are “State of the Art” architectures and have low computational cost.
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Inception-ResNet-v2 is a hybrid network that includes a residual block after every inception

layer. The parameters of layers are engineered so that the size of output from previous layer

remains same as the layer ahead. Training of this type of architecture reduces the

computational cost by a great amount.

1.2.3.  Inception-v3

This network belongs to the Inception family and comes with several improvements such as

7x7 convolutions, batch normalization and Label smoothing [19]. This model has developed

as the most widely used model as it showed improved performance in image recognition

tasks. It was proposed by Szegedy, et. al. [19]. The model consists of building blocks which

are defined by arranging convolutional layers, average pooling, max-pooling, dropout layers,

concatenation layers as well as fully connected layers. The activation of final layer is

SoftMax. Inception-v3 consists of both symmetric as well as asymmetric blocks.

In inception networks, there are too many filters in one layer which increases the output

feature map of any layer. This results in greater computational cost. To solve this problem

1x1 convolution filter is used. This filter reduces the number of feature maps and hence the

computational cost. This technique is known as dimensionality reduction. The filter is also

known as projection layer as it projects the most variant features from the stack of feature

maps.

1.2.4.  Xception

Xception stands for “extreme inception”. It came with modified separable convolution and it

outperforms Inception v3. It was developed by researchers of Google. The depth wise

separable convolution has two levels of operations, nxn spatial convolution and 1x1

convolution to change the size. In Xception, this arrangement is reversed i.e., 1x1

convolution is performed first [20]. Every separable convolutional layer is followed by batch
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normalization. By re-centering and re-scaling, the input layer, batch normalization improves

the model's performance.

There are three types of flow as mentioned in [20], the entry flow, the middle flow, and the

exit flow. The middle flow is suggested to be executed eight times before final layer.

Xception has architecture with two main features: depth wise separable convolution layer and

skip connection just like ResNet. The main advantage of this network is its achievements

over several state-of-the-art architectures.

1.2.5.  DenseNet-121

DenseNet-121 belongs to the Densely connected Convolution Networks. The most important

concept in DenseNet is its densely connected block. Each layer is getting additional inputs

from all the former layers and then passes on its output in the form of a feature map to the

subsequent layers. It utilizes concatenation and each layer receives collective knowledge

from preceding layers. The concept is like ResNets, the only difference is that rather than

addition, this layer performs concatenation on the results from the previous layers. DenseNets

exceptionally eliminates the problem of vanishing gradients as it ensures maximum

information flow throughout the network [21]. Densenet-121 with 121 layers is easier to train

and requires less memory.

The CNN architectures VGG-19, DenseNet-121, Inception v3, Inception-ResNet-v2 and

Xception are used for survival analysis on genomic and histopathologic data.

1.3.  Model Evaluation Metrics

The metrics used to test the performance of trained model are given next.

1.3.1. Concordance index

Concordance index is also known as c-index is a metric to evaluate models which are trained

for analysis of survival. It also includes censored data while validating the model. It estimates
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the extent to which the observation from two different distributions differs. Both the

observations are chosen randomly. It can be written mathematically as:

𝐶 = 𝑃(𝑎1 > 𝑎2)

The intuition behind c-index is that for example we have two patients under observation. The

patient with more risk has less survival time or time to disease and the patient with less risk

has more survival time. This intuition is extended to several patients and a statistic function is

formed which can be applied to survival models.

The best model will have c-index 1 and c-index=0.5 indicates that the model is predicting

randomly.

1.3.2. Integrated brier score (IBS)

Brier score measures the accuracy of a probabilistic function. At any given time, t, it

calculates the accuracy of predicted survival function. Its value ranges between 0 and 1 where

0 being the best possible value and 1 is the lowest possible value. It is the average squared

distance between calculated survival and predicted survival state. A suitable model will have

brier score below 0.25. The choice of method of censoring for the data effects the definition

of brier function.

The integrated brier function gives the brier score for a model at all given times i.e., t ranges

from 0 to Tmax. The integrated brier function can be defined as:

𝐼𝐵𝑆 = 1
𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥

0

𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥

∫ 𝐵𝑆 𝑡( )𝑑𝑡

where BS is brier function, Tmax is maximum time and t is instantaneous time.
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1.4. Thesis objectives and Outlines

Histology has been an important tool in cancer diagnosis for more than a century. Although

prognostication relies on genomic biomarkers that measures genetic alterations, gene

expression and modifications, histology remains an important tool in predicting the future

course of a patient’s disease. The phenotypic information present in histology shows the

effect of molecular alterations on cancer cell behavior and provides a complete visual lookout

on aggressiveness of diseases. The objectives of this study include:

● Understand the histology images of brain tumor and pre-process them

● Find ROI of the images and sample High Power Fields (HPF) and reduce image sizes

to enable efficient processing

● Study survival analysis methods such a Cox proportional hazard and apply the

technique to predict hazard ratio and survival times

● Apply deep learning models to predict the risk in patients and find the best deep

learning model for the histology image dataset of brain tumor

The thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 1 introduces the concepts of survival analysis and deep learning models.

Chapter 2 reviews the related literature on survival analysis techniques and deep learning

models used to process image datasets.

Chapter 3 describes the dataset and pre-processing steps.

Chapter 4 discusses the survival analysis methods for predicting the risk of the patients.

Chapter 5 discusses the results and analyses the deep learning models.

Chapter 6 concludes and discusses the future work.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

Survival analysis was developed in 17th century when first life table was built by J. Graunt in

1662 as discussed in D.A Freedman [22]. The term was related to the inspection of death rate

of human beings for a long time but during the last few decades, the applications of survival

analysis has been expanding to several areas. The subject has now covered vast areas

including finance, economics, breeding etc. Some of its applications involve estimation of

time up till employee termination or quit, failure of part of machinery, time until first sale of

the salesperson, time until recovery of a patient, time until company fails or bankrupts, etc.

Methods for survival analysis took an innovative turn when Kaplan and Meier proposed KM

estimator [3] in 1958. Their work involved estimation of survival probabilities and hazard

rates. An alternative non-parametric approach to calculate collective hazard rate was

proposed by Wayne Nelson and Odd Aalen and was named Nelson-Aalen estimator. It

estimates the mortality rate in case of non-censored data as well as censored data. Another

noteworthy contribution was Cox proportional hazards model [5] which was proposed by

Cox in 1972. It was a semi-parametric model which estimates a function that involves

coefficients of each explanatory variable. It has two factors, one is baseline hazard that

reports the variation of risk with time, the other is independent of time i.e., it depends on

censoring patterns and evaluate the exponential function of predictors.

Cox model provides the risk ratio for each involved in survival analysis. The risk for each

variable provided by the model is referred to as risk ratio (RR). If the risk ratio is below 1

then the model shows decreased risk. If it is more than 1 then it shows increased risk. Several
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experiments have been suggested to verify the hazard model's assumptions. These methods

were developed at the end on 20th century. One of them, which is easy to apply, is based on

Schoenfeld residuals. Similarly, many methods were proposed for the testing of cox model

among which the most widely used model is Breslow’s method [4].

A few applications and research based on cox-model is discussed in papers [23], [24], [25]. P.

Schober and T.R. Vetter [1] illustrated the cox-model with the application of breast cancer.

S.H. Moolgavkar et el [26] discusses the relevance of cox-model for Epidemiologic Studies.

Thoracic surgical research studies the feasibility of cox model and applies it for thoracic

research [27].

With the dawn of machine learning, many possible areas of applications emerged. Although

they were first evolved for data mining purposes, it expanded to many different fields. Many

researchers applied traditional machine learning algorithms for survival analysis. Some of

them can be named as survival trees, emerged from decision trees; support vector machines,

which was found to be very useful for censored data; bagging or bootstrapping survival trees,

which has the idea of random forests behind it; random survival forests and cox boosting

[28]. Furthermore, machine learning algorithms have been used for survival analysis to match

nonlinear and complicated interaction effects between predictors and obtain more accurate

individual survival probability prediction. Since most physicians and medical researchers can

quickly examine statistical programs for evaluating survival data, a review article is currently

useful for learning statistical approaches employed in survival analysis. In a variety of

practical applications, machine learning (ML) approaches are frequently utilized to simulate

nonlinear and complicated gene-to-gene interactions and enhance predictability. ML

approaches have been modified for survival analysis to efficiently handle censored data and
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properly develop prediction models using high-dimensional data. S. Lee and H. Lim [29]

used SVM and cox proportional method for survival analysis on genomic data of breast

cancer patients.

One more important method that got significant attention was ensemble method. Ensemble

method is based on multiple classifiers. Several classifiers are treated, and the output depends

on the maximum voting. For example, several decisions trees would be trained and the class

which gets the most votes will be predicted. Then artificial neural networks (ANN) emerged,

although they were proposed very early, their importance was realized much later.

During 1990s researchers started exploring the advantages of survival analysis using neural

networks. In 1994 M. De Laurentiis and P. Ravdin proposed to use artificial neural networks

(ANN) for the first time [6]. The researchers outlined the situations which can be solved by

using ANNs. They also proposed “single time point models” in [7]. It was suggested that t

year survival can be predicted by fixing a single time point, t and can be used for multiple

time predictions repeatedly. Some other research includes work of E. Biganzoli et al. in [8]

that uses logistic activation along with feed forward neural network and entropy as error

function.

M. Leblanc and J. Crowley [24] implemented ANNs and discussed their performance as

compared to traditional statistical Cox model. C.L. Chi et. al [12] applied ANN on breast

cancer dataset for survival analysis and study of recurrence time of breast cancer. The tool

was called prognosis decision support tool as it aids doctors for decision. However, the model

failed to answer a few questions which were highlighted by the authors.

J. Friedman et al. [11] summarizes the results for implementation of ANNs for survival

prediction of humans suffering from brain tumors. The dataset consists of gene expressions of

cells and classifiers were reported to outperform the grading reported in other studies. D.
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Faraggi and R. Simon [30] handcrafted features of biomedical images of lung cancer for

survival analysis using cox hazard model.

The development of medical imaging technologies provides variety of complex images. The

features from these images were handcrafted by humans for survival analysis using

traditional methods. These hand-crafted features have confined capabilities to represent these

complex features in a medical image. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) can craft those

features automatically by learning the weights of kernels. They have shown to be useful in

the medical field for disease detection. CNNs were applied for the very first time for

end-to-end training and survival analysis in paper [31]. The architecture proposed was called

DeepConvSurv. It was trained on lung cancer dataset and its performance was in comparison

with state-of-the-art models. It can be concluded from the stated results that the model

outperformed those traditional models i.e., Cox with LASSO, Cox with SuperPC, RSF etc.

In [32], J. Yao et. al. used deep learning-based approach to conduct research on biomedical

feature extraction for lung cancer survival prediction. Another research stated the advantages

of automatically derived features from lung cancer pathology images and suggested that they

can be used for the prognosis of patients suffering from lung cancer with far better accuracy

as compared to traditional models [33].

A. Krizhevsky et al. [15] researched on application of DeepConvSurv on whole-slide

histopathological images. The research was aimed to point out challenges and improve the

quality of treatment of an individual. Medical images have millions of pixels, as compared to

regular images so a method called WSISA was proposed for survival analysis to implement

on high resolution genomic images for lung and brain cancer. The method involved

generating patches from images, clustering those patches, selecting clusters, and training

them on DeepConvSurv, and aggregating the selected clusters. The performance of proposed
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method was compared with traditional methods, and it was concluded that the model

outperforms the Cox based models.

Another deep neural network, cox-Nnet was proposed by T. Ching et al. [33] which was

based on cox model. It is reformed for survival predictions on high throughput data from

gene expression. The architecture proposed consisted of an input layer, a hidden layer which

was fully connected layer with 143 nodes and an output layer which comprised of a single

node. The output node is named as proportional hazards. To prevent over-fitting, researchers

also experimented with regularization techniques e.g., drop-out, ridge etc. It was concluded

that it can extract more detailed features from data on pathway level as well as gene level. A

method of dimensionality reduction was also proposed in the study to down sample the large

number of features in the data.

A model named RNN-SURV was proposed by E. Giunchiglia et. al. [34] which was a

recurrent neural network (RNN) model for survival prediction. It was suggested to input each

feature along with given time interval so that model can capture effect of each feature along

with time. This type of input was created by using embedded layers and the output from these

layers were passed to recurrent network and sigmoid non-linearity. The model was optimized

using two loss functions: cross entropy and c-index. It was concluded that the c-index of the

model shows 28% more accurate results improving the state-of-the-art models [34].

In addition to that, Nnet-survival, which is also a deep learning model for survival analysis

was proposed by MF Gensheimer et al. [25]. The model was trained on a very large dataset

so minibatch stochastic gradient descent was used. This enables rapid convergence of the

model and less loss of information. The performance of model was evaluated on simulated as

well as real data and its comparison with DeepSurv and Cox-Nnet was stated. Cox-Nnet and

DeepSurv only outputs the prognosis index whereas authors used Breslow method to generate
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survival curves for patients. The models were compared using brier score and c-index for

three different intervals and it was observed that the results of all models were very close to

each other.

K. Matsuo et al. [35] conducted a research to compare deep learning survival analysis and

cox hazard model. It was suggested that cox model assumes linear relation whereas medical

biomarkers exhibit nonlinear association. Thus, it was proved that methods based on deep

learning are more accurate when it comes to medical images.

Models which are specifically designed for survival analysis are still developing and there is

much room for improvement. The state-of-the-art deep learning models: VGG-Net, AlexNet,

Xception, Inception, and DenseNet which are developed for classification of images can also

be applied in medical research. These models leverage the researchers to use pre trained

weights if the data on which the model is to be trained on is very small. The models have

been trained on much larger data which contains almost 1000 classes and can perform

accurately for classification as well as detection-based tasks. The development of advanced

computers and GPUs allowed the research to improve these networks. As the networks

started getting improved, their applications became wider, and areas of applications

increased.

The present study aims to apply different state-of-the-art CNNs for survival analysis on

histopathologic as well as genomic data. The models used in the present study are further

discussed as related work.

VGG16 was proposed by Simonyan and Zisserman [36] in 2014. It showed significant

improvements over LeNet-5 and AlexNet. AlexNet which was proposed in 2012, was the

first one to show an accuracy (top 5) of 84% on ImageNet dataset. VGG-16 improved this

accuracy and brought it up to 92.7%. It replaced the 11x11 and 5x5 sized filters of AlexNet
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by 3x3 filters. The architecture of VGG-16 consists of the input to convolution layer of size

(244,244). A stack of convolutional layers is followed by max-pooling layer. The stride is set

to 1 and activation after each convolution layer is ReLU. The stride of max pooling was

preferred to be 2 pixels with 2x2 window size. Some configurations also have 1x1

convolutional layer which is applied to reduce the depth of input. Each combination of

convolution and pooling layer is followed by another combination of same layers. The last

few layers of the network consist of three fully connected layers and a SoftMax layer.

VGG-16 was trained on multiple GPUs and it took 2 to 3 weeks to train VGG-16 on a system

with four NVIDIA GPUs. The drawback of this network at that time was its training time and

its size.

J. Yao et al. [32] used pre-trained weights of VGG16 to train RGB images of Thrombotic

Microangiopathy (TMA) spot and predict colorectal cancer based on tissue analysis. This

problem is related to survival analysis where risk score was used to implement model for

prognosis. VGG16 was used for feature extraction to further train on LSTM. The results

showed that their model outperformed other machine learning models with the hazard ratio

2.3 and AUC 0.69.

Kaplan and Meier [3] also applied pre trained VGG 16 for feature extraction to conduct

research on Prognostic Analysis of Histopathological Images. A strong correlation was found

between features and relevant biological outcomes. Cox PH model was used and trained on

the features extracted through these networks. It was reported that the C-index achieved was

0.789.

Another architecture was proposed in [36] which was based on VGG-Net. This architecture

was used for lung cancer survival analysis with biomarker interpretation. It was used for cell

feature learning on the images of cells and was trained on NVIDIA GPU. It detects the cell,
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crop out 80x80 image for each detected cell, which is sampled as a training feature. The label

for each image is decided according to the corresponding risk of patient. These generated

features were then trained on different models and results were obtained.

The inception network was first proposed by Szegedy et al. [16] in 2014. The concept was

then adopted by Google and the original architecture was called GoogleNet. In 2015,

Szegedy et al. [16] proposed Inception v3 and Inception-ResNet-v2. Inception-v3, which

belongs to inception family, uses building blocks including, convolution, pooling, fully

connected layers as well as dropout layers. The model was said to be an improved version as

it utilizes factored 7x7 convolution, and BN auxiliary. BN auxiliary is the approach in which

fully connected layer of auxiliary network is also normalized along with the convolutions.

That is why the model is said to be equal to inception-v2 plus BN. The top-5 accuracy of

inception-v3 was 93.9%. Inception-ResNet-v2, a variation of Inception-v3, employs residual

networks along with the inception network to reduce the computational cost. As compared to

a state-of-the-art model, it was more accurate. The top-5 accuracy was reported to be 95.2%.

The architecture defined in [19] suggested a residual block after every inception block.

Residual networks prevent overfitting by skipping connections. Inception networks go wider

and includes a stack of filters of different size in the same layer. Both networks have their

own advantages which can be combined using this network.

DenseNet architecture was proposed by G. Huang et.al [21] in 2016. The concept of this

network revolves around the fact that the network will produce better results if their

connections between layers close to input and output are short. DenseNets are like ResNets in

a way that ResNets add outputs of layers whereas DenseNets concatenate them. This allows

maximum flow of information across the layers of network; hence the information is less

prone to vanish which was a common problem named as vanishing gradient. Different blocks

of DenseNet include, dense layers, transition layers, max pooling, and batch normalization.
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Dense connections involve stacking output of previous layer over the output of current layer.

It has a regularizing effect, that reduces overfitting. Advantages of DenseNet includes

eliminating vanishing gradient, improved feature propagation, a smaller number of

parameters, and feature reiteration. Top-5 accuracy of DenseNet-121 is reported to be 92.3%

[21].

S. Otálora et al. [37] discuss histopathological images as image magnification regression

using DenseNet. The dataset used to conduct research was breast cancer and it was evaluated

on TCGA prostate patches. Almost 34,000 images were used for the training of CNN with

magnifications included.

Xception was proposed by F. Chollet [20] in 2017. This network is based on depth wise

separable convolutional layers. Depth wise separable convolutions were first developed by

Laurent Sifre in 2014 to slightly increase the accuracy of AlexNet. The concept was then

utilized in Xception with some modifications. Xception is easy to implement as compared to

inception network. It consists of 14 modules which consists of 36 convolution layers which

have residual connections except the first and the last layer. The top-5 accuracy of the

network on ImageNet dataset is 94.5%. to check the performance of network, it was trained

on Juxta foveal Telangiectasis (JFT) dataset, and it showed better results as compared to

ImageNet dataset. JFT dataset is internal Google dataset which consists of 17000 different

classes to train for classification. The performance was compared with VGG-16, ResNet-152

and Inception V3 and it showed improvement in accuracy. It has slightly less parameters than

Inception V3.

Yang et al. [38] researched on feature extraction of tumor image. The dataset used for this

research was tumor CT images. The research showed how CNNs perform better than classic
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algorithms in local binary mode. Furthermore, advantages of CNNs in medical field were

demonstrated.

R. Joshi and C. Reeves [39] tested and compared the performance of several deep neural

architectures for breast cancer prediction. In this research, the data used consists of histology

images of cells from breasts. The main steps were preprocessing the images, addressing the

problem of small dataset, extracting features using pretrained architectures and training the

features on a multilayer perceptron model. The architecture used for feature extraction were

VGG-19, InceptionResNetV2, Xception and InceptionV3, DenseNet-121. These networks

were used with a few modifications and their results were compared and summarized. It was

concluded that DenseNet-121 exhibit the highest average classification accuracy among

different architectures.

Many important problems in the clinical management of cancer involves time to event

prediction including accurate survival analysis. During this research it was found that deep

learning has not been widely applied to these problems. Limitations like incomplete follow

up leads to lack of data and research material. The selection of ROIs within each image

requires an expert guidance to be accurate. So, in this study different deep learning models

were used for automatic selection of ROIs and for incorporating a higher proportion of each

image in training and prediction. Different CNN structures were used that can incorporate the

additional features to evaluate the value added to histology in these more complex structures.

To the best of our knowledge, no recent work was found that has proposed deep learning

models for predicting risk of patients on histology images for brain tumor.
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Chapter 3

Dataset and Material

The dataset consists of slide images of tissue sections from formalin-fixed,

paraffin-embedded specimens and clinical feedback for almost 769 gliomas from the TCGA.

TCGA is “The Cancer Genome Atlas” which aims to develop the process to analyze, treat

and inhibit malignant growth. It was formed to use genome analysis technology, such as

large-scale genome sequencing, to speed up the process of researching and understanding the

atomic substructure of cancer. The images are of WHO grade II and III gliomas and WHO

grade IV glioblastomas. It contains astrocytoma’s and oligodendrogliomas. The dataset also

consists of histopathological reports. The images have width 1024 and height 1024 and 4

number of channels. A csv file is also used which contains 210 columns. Two columns with

survival time and status are used as target while rest of the genetic features are used for

training.

Survival dataset used in this study is TCGA1 data which was analysed and passed quality

control review by (Mobadersany et al, 2018) [40]. This dataset includes Histologic images of

769 unique patients. The images are of brain tumour study. The survival time for dead and

alive patients are presented in csv format. Those which were dead are uncensored and those

patients which were alive are considered as censored events. The status for uncensored events

in this dataset is 0 and the status for censored events is presented as 1. The survival data for a

sample of 14 TCGA patients is presented in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1 Survival data for 14 uncensored TCGA patients

Patient ID Survival months

TCGA-02-0001 358

TCGA-02-0003 144

TCGA-02-0006 558

TCGA-02-0007 705

TCGA-02-0009 322

TCGA-02-0010 1077

TCGA-02-0011 630

TCGA-02-0014 2512

TCGA-02-0015 627

TCGA-02-0016 2648

TCGA-02-0021 2362

TCGA-02-0023 612

TCGA-02-0024 1615

TCGA-02-0025 1300

In this data the term “censored” shows uncensored events when censored = 0 and it shows

censored events when censored = 1. From 769 unique patients in this study, 388 of them

(50.45%) are uncensored (censored = 0) and 381 of them (49.54%) are censored (censored =

1). As a result, half of the patients in the dataset are censored cases for which we do not know

the exact periods when they are at risk. The proportion of uncensored and censored events are

shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1 Proportion of censored and uncensored patients in the dataset.

The Histologic images of this dataset are presented in two separate folders. One folder

includes histologic images for Training data and another one is for Testing data. The Training

data folder includes 1239 images. It means that from each patient there is more than one

histologic image. Mobadersany et al, 2018 [40] have done manual process to remove images

which contain bubbles, those which include pen marks, poor staining, and section folds. They

have manually specified the slides which include tumour by doing quality control review.

They have used web-based quality control to manually select the Region of Interest (ROI)

which include visible tumours for each patient. They have mentioned that a total of 1061

ROIs slide have been analysed in their study from the 769 unique patients. From each patient

there could be more than one ROI slide in the dataset. For example, Figure 3.2. Shows two

ROI slides for TCGA-02-0001 with survival of 358 months.
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Figure 3. 2 Two ROI images from TCGA-02-0001 with 358-month survival

The ROI slides are RGBA images which include 4 channels. RGBA images are images

which include four channels of Red, Green, Blue and Alpha. Alpha channel shows the

opaqueness of the pixels in the ROI images. Each of the ROI images have 1024x1024 pixels.

Figure 3.3 shows the ROI slides for two other patients with different survival times.
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Figure 3.3 upper Left: TCGA-06-0201 with 12-month survival, upper right: TCGA-02-0016 with 2648-month
survival. Lower left: TCGA-02-0033 with 86-month survival, lower right: TCGA-02-0014 with 2512-month
survival.

The images on the left show the ROI slides for patients with less survival months and the

images on the right show the ROI slides for patients with more survival time. In the training

folder we have 1239 ROI images for 616 unique patients. From the 616 unique patients in the

training data, 314 of them (50.97%) are censored and 302 of them (49.03%) are uncensored.
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It means a bit more than half of the patients in the training data are censored observations.

From 1239 ROI images, 554 of them (44.7%) are uncensored and 685 of them (55.3%) are

censored. In the Testing folder, there are images for the remaining 153 unique patients out of

a total 769 unique patients, 86 of them (56.2%) are uncensored and 67 (43.8%) are censored.

There are 266 ROI images in this folder where 113 (42.4%) of them are censored and 153

(57.5%) are uncensored. Table 3.2 shows the proportion of status events for training and

testing data.

Table 3.2 Proportion of censored and uncensored patients and ROI slides in train and test data.

Dataset Unique
patient

censored uncensore
d

Trainin
g

616 314
(50.97%

)

302
(49.03%)

Testing 153 67
(43.8%)

86
(56.2%)

Dataset ROIs images censored uncensore
d

Trainin
g

1239 685
(55.3%)

554
(44.7%)

Testing 266 113
(42.4%)

153
(57.5%)
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The size of the ROI images is big (1024x1024 pixels) for the analysis which requires a huge

amount of memory. The ROI images were pre-processed and then cropped to 256x256 pixels

for analysis. We used “open slide” images with a 20x objective magnification and then

cropped the images from 1024x1024 pixels to 256x256 pixels after colour normalisation.

Data pre-processing and augmentation was applied to the cropped images. Then on each

cropped image a random contrast with interval range of [0.2, 1.8], and a random brightness

with interval range of [-0.63, 0.63] have been implemented. Another augmentation that was

done in this study is random horizontal and vertical flip. In Figure 3.4. the histologic ROIs

are presented for three patients before and after pre-processing.
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Figure 3.4 upper left: TCGA-02-0006 before augmentation, upper right: TCGA-02-0006 after augmentation.
middle left: TCGA-02-0009 before augmentation, upper right: TCGA-02-0009 after augmentation. lower left:
TCGA-02-0033 before augmentation, lower right: TCGA-02-0

After augmentation, the images are ready for survival analysis. Convolutional Neural

Network (CNN) structures with the cox proportional hazard loss function was used to create a

model which can predict the proportional hazard for each patient. For implementation of

survival analysis with CNN, python programming language was used. The libraries used

from python include scikit-image, scikit-survival, scikit-learn, NumPy and pandas. Also,

CNN structure library of TensorFlow keras (TensorFlow version 2.3.0) has been used.
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Chapter 4

Methods

4.1. Methodology

For each of the 5 CNN structures that have been used in this study (VGG-19, DenseNet121,

Inception-V3, InceptionResNet-V2 and Xception), we have used 1239 histology images of

616 unique patients as training data and 266 histology images from 153 unique patients as

testing data. The training data itself has been divided into 80:20 splits for training and

validation, respectively. 15-fold cross validation was used. In each cross validation the

training data (1239 images) was randomly divided into two parts of 80% for training and

20% for validation. Hence, each training split includes 991 images for training and 248

images for validation. The images are 1024x1024 pixels with 4 channels. The augmentation

process that has been employed in this study, crops the original ROIs images to 256x256

pixels. Random contrast in range of [0.2, 1.8], Random brightness in range of [-0.63, 0.63],

random right-left flip and random up and down flip. For implementing augmentation, the

following functions from TensorFlow have been used: “image.random_crop”,

“image.random_contrast”, “image_random_brightness”, “image.random_flip_left_right”,

“image.flip_up_down”. The memory for loading all the images together, even after cropping

the images to the size of 256x256 was not adequate. Hence, it was not possible to load all the

images to the GPUs at the same time. Since the memory of the GPUs is 12 GB, batch size of

32 was used for loading the images into CNN models. Every CNN model was evaluated

using 15-fold cross validation. To minimize the loss function, the Adagrad optimizer was

used. The parameters used for Adagrad optimizer are depicted in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1 Parameters for Adagrad optimizer

Parameter Value
initial accumulator 0.1
initial learning rate 0.001
exponential learning rate decay factor 0.1

The models were trained for 100 epochs. Choosing number of epochs is not significant, rather

more important is the validation and training error. If it keeps dropping training should

continue. If the validation error starts increasing that might be an indication of overfitting.

The number of epochs were set as high as possible, and training was terminated based on the

error rates. The methodology is given below as Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1
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4.2.  Cox Proportional Hazard Model

The cox regression model has strong applications in medical fields where the survival rates of

the patients are observed at the prognosis stage. Over the time, the model has been intervened

with the regression analysis to investigate its applications in the machine learning and deep

learning fields.

Cox Proportional Hazard Model evaluates the effect of multiple factors on the survival of a

variable and helps in assigning the weights while training the model. The prediction variables

are termed as covariates in the Cox Proportional Hazard Model and the factors affecting the

model are termed as the hazards. The hazard rate is an exponential function and contains the

baseline hazard and the regression terms as given in equation (1).

(1)

Here are the regression parameters, represents the survival time, is the hazard 𝑡

function determined by a set of covariates, the term is called baseline hazard and the𝑒 λ
0

'𝑡'

in reminds us that the hazard may vary over time. The model is sometimes referred to asλ(𝑡)

a semi parametric because the requirement on does not need to be specified every

time. The model requires the concordance index to be calculated for the survival prediction as

given in equation (2) [41]. The index value of 1 represents the best prediction, 0.5 represents

the random prediction and 0 represents poor prediction model.

(2)𝐶𝐼 =
∑

𝑖≠𝑗
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𝑖
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𝑗
}1{𝑇

𝑖
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Where, and represents the risk score of the ij-th unit and T represents the Time to event.𝑛
𝑖

𝑛
𝑗

Multiplication by the factor discards pairs of observations that are not comparable because𝑑
𝑗

the smaller survival time is censored, that is .𝑑
𝑗

= 0

4.3. Integrated Brier Scores (IBS)

IBS is an overall measure for the prediction model of risk of patients at all times. Integrated

Brier Scores (IBS) is basically derived from the time dependent brier scores. The value of

the brier scores ranges between 0 and 1 [42]. To obtain clearer picture of the model

performance and the brier scores, we make use of integrated brier scores which predicts how

good or bad is the prediction model at any given time. The range of the integrated brier score

is from 0 to . The brier scores and integrated brier scores can be computed using the

following formulas as in equation (3) and (4).

(3)

(4)

Equation (3) finds the brier scores in the presence of censored data by adjusting the score

weighs. Here denotes the Kaplan-Meier estimation of the censoring distribution and𝐺(.)

stands to estimate survival for the patient . Note that the is dependent on the𝑆(. |𝑥
𝑖
) 𝑡 𝐵𝑆(𝑡)

time 𝑡.
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4.4. Loss function of Cox-proportional hazard

Cox-proportional hazard loss function has been used in the optimizer. In cox-proportional

hazard the maximum partial log-likelihood should be calculated. Since the loss function in

the optimizer tries to find minimum value, negative partial log-likelihood of the

cox-proportional hazard model is used as the loss function of the CNN model. The negative

Partial log-likelihood of Cox-proportional hazard or loss function is as below:

(5)𝑙(β) =−
𝑖=1

𝑛

∑ δ
𝑖
[ β'𝑋

𝑖( ) − 𝑙𝑜𝑔 {
𝑙∈𝑅 𝑇

𝑖( )
∑ 𝑒β

'χ
𝑙

}]

Or,

(5)𝑙(β) =
𝑖=1

𝑛

∑ δ
𝑖
[𝑙𝑜𝑔 {

𝑙∈𝑅 𝑇
𝑖( )

∑ 𝑒β
'χ

𝑙

} − β'χ
𝑖( )]

where is the status of image (censored (0) or uncensored (1)), is derived from the δ
𝑖

𝑖𝑡ℎ β'χ
𝑖

last layer of the CNN structure and R ( ) are the set of all patients at risk in time . Patients𝑇
𝑖

𝑇
𝑖

at risk at time are all the patients which are alive up to time . hence for all the patients𝑇
𝑖

𝑇
𝑖

that are alive up to time the log value summation for exponential predicted value is𝑇
𝑖

considered in the loss function. So, loss function calculates the log of summation of

exponential predicted value for all patients at risk in time minus the predicted value for the𝑇
𝑖

patient . Then it sums for all patients ( = 1 to n) if the patient is not censored. If the𝑖 𝑖 𝑖 𝑖 𝑖𝑡ℎ

patient is censored the loss function for patient will be zero. Noting the loss function of𝑖𝑡ℎ

cox-proportional hazard model it could be seen that censored observations are only used in

the patients which are at risk at each time which include at-least one uncensored failure.𝑇
𝑖

The loss function also could be written as below:
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(6)𝑙(β) =
𝑖=1

𝑛

∑ δ
𝑖
[𝑙𝑜𝑔 {

𝑙∈𝑅 𝑇
𝑖( )

∑ 𝑒
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑

𝑙} − 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑
𝑖( )]

where is the predicted value or value returned from last layer of CNN model for patient𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑
𝑖

I and is for all the patients which are at risk at time .  𝑒
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑

𝑙 𝑙 𝑇
𝑖

4.5. Tools used for coding

Survival analysis with convolutional neural networks was implemented using Python 3.8.

TensorFlow 2.3.0 has been used to code CNN structures. The activation function of the last

layer was considered as linear. The loss function to be minimized was considered as negative

partial log likelihood of the cox proportional hazard model. CI and IBS have been used for

evaluation of the models. Other python libraries which were used in the coding of this study

are: “scikit-image”, “scikit-learn”, “scikit-survival”, “NumPy”, “pandas”, “matplotlib” and

“re”. Since the computation would take too long on a standard CPU, SHARCNET platform

for GPUs was utilized for efficient implementation.

4.6. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) Models used in this study

The emergence of artificial intelligence has raised the bar for what machines can do and

process [39]. Over the decade, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) has performed

extraordinarily in the analysis of many different machine-based recognitions and

classifications. The fields of deep learning and computer vision have intervened to produce

amazingly précised and robust results which are far from the human imagination. The deep

structures of CNN outperform human eye when it comes to analysing the images [43]. They

are usually employed when we must deal with images having repetitive structures and

characteristics, such as, textures, shape etc.

Generally, Convolutional Neural Networks consists of the following layers:
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● Convolution Layer, the layer responsible for feature extraction.

● Pooling layer is in charge of reducing the number of activation maps

● The fully connected layer, which is generally found at the end of a convolution

network, is used to identify the convolution or pooling layer's performance.

● SoftMax function, converts the output of fully connected layer to probability

distribution and returns the probabilities as outputs.

In CNNs, the algorithms taken an input image with little pre-processing, assign weights to

objects in the image depending on various aspects and differentiate them from the other

objects. There is a filter just like in normal convolution called the kernel which is traversed

over the whole image. While traversing, the purpose is to find the correlation between the

original image section and the kernel components. Whenever the image patch and the kernel

match, we get a very high correlation factor [44]. Based on this matching and mismatching, a

kernel map is created which tells about the match intensity between the kernel and the image

patch. This whole process results in a convolution when we shift the filter over the image. In

case there are multiple kernels, multiple feature maps are created with respect to each one.

Figure 1 shows the structure of a convolutional neural network. Layer 1 of the convolution

(Conv_1) is passed through the filter of ones to read the image in its entirety. Each channel

has specified dimensions depending on the image and the application requirements. At the

end of each convolution process at each layer, we add a max pooling layer which is required

to calculate the maxima after each convolution process over the image.
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Figure 4.1 Convolution Neural Network

Due to convolution operations, gradually the image size is reduced depending on the kernel

size. Figure 4.2 shows what happens while processing 1 layer of a CNN. The classification of

the image is performed at the final layer where fully connected neural network layers are

present. Before the neural network classification step, one flattening layer is added to

robustly identify the parameters in a single dimension. This helps to feed the image to a

multi-layer perceptron to process it and assign the relevant weights and biases. The

classification through multi-layer perceptron is shown in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.2 CNN one Example [45]
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CNNs are more robust due to hierarchal feature maps between layers [45]. The sharing of

structures between multiple filters results in effective learning of the parameters. The

knowledge of one motif can improve the learning of other motif through shared sub

structures. As a result, by using relevant kernels, CNNs can successfully capture the spatial

and temporal dependencies in an image.

Through the years, as CNN has improved its learning and prediction capabilities, it is highly

being employed for the real imagery data. Real life image data sets such as those available on

ImageNet are utilized and CNN models are applied on them to classify more than 1000

classes of images with 1000 images per class. Besides images, CNNs are playing a pivotal

role in games like playing GO, Deep mind, digit recognitions, text analysis, sound

recognitions and natural language processing. Another major role of CNNs is found in

medical imaging applications where there are datasets of radiology, ophthalmology, and

dermatology [46], [47], [48].

Figure 4.3 Classification Stage (Fully Connected Layers) [49]
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Over the time, various techniques, and architectures for the CNNs have been developed and

algorithms are built to extract more useful information using the techniques. Out of these

algorithms VGG Nets (Visual Geometry Group) [36] are among the highly common

architectures which are very helpful when it comes to deal with high dimensional image

recognitions and classifications.

4.6.1. VGG (Visual Geometry Group) Networks

VGG came out as a successor of AlexNet [15] architecture and improved over it for

classifying the images. It was developed by Visual Geometry Group at Oxford and hence

named after it. The architecture of VGG19 along with the layer’s information is shown in

Figure 4.4. The algorithm takes 256x256 RGB images as input. As a pre-processing, only

mean RBG subtraction is done over the whole training set.

Figure 4.4 VGG19 Architecture [50]

A kernel of size 3x3 with a stride of 1 is used. To preserve the spatial resolution of the image,

spatial padding is utilized. At the max pooling layer, a 2x2 layer is designed and convolution

is performed with a stride of 2. To make the classifier more robust and improve the

computational time of the classifier, ReLU is deployed for non-linearity. At the classification

stage, three fully connected layers are added. The first two layers are of size 4096 and the last

layer has a size of 1000 channels. The final layer is constructed through the SoftMax
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function. The complete details of each layer of VGG19 are shown in Figure 4.5 with all the

details of the weights and size of each layer in Column E. Rest of the columns contain

information regarding the other VGG Architecture configurations such as VGG11 and

VGG16.

The layer of the filter is denoted as conv<size of the kernel>-<total number of kernels in that

layer>. Thus, conv3-64 means total of 64 3x3 square kernel filters. It is also worthy to note

here that all the convolutional layers in VGG19 makes use of 3x3 kernel filters and that their

number increases as a power of two e.g., 64, 128, 256, 512. In all the convolutional layers, a

stride length of 1 pixel is used with a padding of 1 pixel on each side. There are 5 sets of

convolutional layers present in the architecture. Two out of these 5 sets have 64 kernel filters

present in them, next set has 2 convolutional layers with 128 kernel filters, next set has 4

convolutional layers with 256 kernel filters, and next 2 sets have 4 convolutional layers each,

with 512 kernel filters. There are max pooling layers in between each set of convolutional

layers. Max pooling layers have 2x2 filters with stride of 2 pixels. The output of last pooling

layer is flattened in one dimension and fed to a fully connected network of multi-layer

perceptron with 4096 neurons present in it. The output from the first fully connected (FC)

layer goes to the second fully connected layer containing 4096 neurons, whose output is fed

into the third and final fully connected (FC) layer with 1000 neurons. All these layers are

ReLU activated for embedded nonlinearity. A SoftMax layer is present at the end which

makes use of the cross-entropy loss function to provide the overall loss of the architecture.
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Figure 4.5 VGG19 Layers Configuration [36]

The convolution layers and the fully connected layers are the only layers with trainable

weights. Maxpool layer is used to reduce the size of the input image where SoftMax is used

to make the final decision. The model provides great precision by implementing more layers.

It reduces the computation time by making use of 3x3 conv filters rather than 7x7 filters. This

helps to reduce the number of parameters and thus computational time is reduced. VGG19

outperforms VGG16 and other classification architectures. The model is also available

publicly and people can explore the model and build applications upon it. Besides the

insightfulness of the architecture, it also aids the recognition processes such as facial

recognition, gender classifications and many other recognition tasks.
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4.6.2. Dense Networks (DenseNets)

Moving ahead, a densely connected architecture was presented by Huang called the

DenseNet which further digs and exploits the usage of the shortcuts and helps to simplify the

architecture to avoid vanishing gradients stage [21]. It goes even deeper and connects all the

layers with each other so that no information gets missed in the way, thus making the

maximum feature usage instead of just focusing on the increasing layers and depth. The

applications include segmentation, object detection and recognition.

Figure 4.6 DenseNet Blocks [21]
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Figure 4.7 DenseNet Architecture [21]

Each layer has the feature map of the previous layers, and it has a role in devising the output

of each subsequent layer. As a result, the overall architecture parameters are reduced with

narrow layers and a few feature maps with direct access to the gradients from the loss

function for each layer. Thus, DenseNet solved the many issues present with the ResNet

model. The architecture is shown in Figure 4.6 with an elaborative representation in Figure

4.7.

The DenseNet architecture differs from the ResNet architecture in a way that the input to

each layer in DenseNet is concatenated rather than being summed up. This changes the

overall behaviour of the two networks and provides improved performance of the DenseNet

with more efficient behaviour. The network shows that for N number of layers there are

N(N+1)/2 direct connections. Therefore, the network has the capability to strengthen the

feature upholding and propagation to the further layer.

To ensure the down sampling along with the concatenation operation in DenseNet, the

architecture makes use of multiple densely connected blocks as shown in Figure 4.6 and 4.7.

Within each block the size of the feature map remains alike and down samples while

proceeding from one block to the other. To make it happen, the convolution and pooling

operations are done outside the dense blocks. The detailed description of the DenseNet

architecture layers, variants and arrangements is shown in Figure 4.8. This architecture

arrangement is used by the ImageNet Datasets to train their learning models effectively. Our

model incorporates DenseNet-121 which takes input image of size 256x256 and performs

7x7 convolutions.
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Figure 4.8 DenseNet Architecture Layering Details [21]

When it comes to training the DenseNet models, they are easier to train because of better

flow of information and gradients in the network scheme. As each layer has access to the

source image and the gradients due to being familiarized with the loss function, the overall

training of the network becomes easier.

Besides, the network has less over-fitting problems on smaller datasets due to several factors

including the regularization and the normalization. Moreover, the bottleneck layers and

compression layers could be adjusted and added respectively as per the requirements and the

application perspectives.

4.6.3.  Inception Networks

The hallmark group emerged with the paper named “Going deeper with convolutions” where

it showcased another versatile architecture for deep learning called the ‘Inception Networks’

[16]. The inception network showcased a grand performance in ImageNet challenge in 2014

and provided excellent results in image recognition and detection.
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The author in the paper presented a view that increasing the layers of the deep network does

not always solve the problem but most of the times result in over-fitting which degrades the

performance. On the other hand, if we increase on the hyper parameters, it results in requiring

more computational resources. So instead of working with the fully connected networks, the

author mentioned to make usage of the sparse connections within the layers. This way, the

architecture is designed which required less computation budget, but the depth of the

architecture increased along with the width as shown in Figure 4.9.

Based on this principle, the inception V1 architecture is proposed, which has 27 layers in

depth (including the pooling layers). Figure 4.10 shows the details of the layers. The

inception layer contained the sparse connections, and each inception module had a similar

structure as shown in Figure 4.11. Each inception module has a combination of layer of

convolutional filters of size 1x1, 3x3 and 5x5.

The output filters of these layers are concatenated into a single image vector at the output

forming the filter bank for the next stage. The 1x1 convolutional layer is added after 3x3 and

5x5 layers to reduce the dimensions of the final output. This helps to pick the relevant filter

size while learning the model. The layering details of the inception V1 model are shown in

Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.9 Inception Architecture [16]
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Figure 4.10 Inception V1 Layers Details [16]

Figure 4.11 Inception V1 Architecture [16]
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Figure 4.12 Inception V1 Layering Details [16]

To prevent the drying out of the convolutional layers, auxiliary classifier scheme is

introduced which applies the SoftMax to the output of the inception module as can be seen in

Figure 4.12. The variants of Inception V1 are also present namely InceptionV2 and

InceptionV3 by the same group. These were designed by keeping in view the increased

accuracy and reduced computational resources and power. In InceptionV2, representational

blocks and factorization techniques are targeted, and the high dimensional layers were down

sampled which increased the accuracy to about 2.78 times.

Figure 4.13 Inception V3 Layers Details [51]
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While in case of inceptionV3 module, the output side of the network is targeted, and auxiliary

classifiers were investigated. Some optimization and factorization were introduced, and the

batch normalization is performed before the SoftMax. It provides the benefits of label

smoothing by using auxiliary classifiers along with batch normalizations which increased the

performance [51]. The algorithm additionally incorporated 7x7 convolutions which helped in

more robust training and predictions.

The inception V3 achieves the accuracy of above 78% on ImageNet dataset and is one of the

most widely used algorithm for computer vision applications. It contains all the referenced

layers of convolutions, average pooling, max pooling, concats, dropouts, and fully connected

layers. Batch normalization is performed all around the network and loss is computed via the

final SoftMax layer. The architecture is shown in Figure 4.13.

The inception V4 module was developed while taking care of the uniformity of the whole

network to achieve even better performance [51]. The module introduced the reduction block

to adjust the width and height of the grid.

4.6.4.  Inception-ResNet Networks

Afterwards, hybrid Inception modules were designed in conjunction with the ResNet blocks.

Two versions of this model were created namely the Inception-ResNet-V1 and

Inception-ResNet-V2 with first having the computational cost like InceptionV3 and the

second has a computational cost like that of InceptionV4. The stem structures and the hyper

parameter details of the two are also different. The difference is shown in Figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.14 Inception V4 vs. Inception-ResNet layering details [19]

The Inception-ResNet-V2 involved the residual connections in place of filter concatenations

age. In this model, the batch-normalization is performed on all the traditional layers but not

on top of the summation layers as shown in Figure 4.15. The model contains 164 layers and

can classify 1000 classes of objects while taking an input image of size 256x256.
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Figure 4.15 Inception-ResNet V2 Architecture [19]

4.6.5. Xception Networks

An extreme version of Inception models was also developed in 2017 and named as Xception

which has the capability to perform better than InceptionV3 by incorporating depth wise

separable convolutions which means the channel wise nxn spatial convolutions as shown in

Figure 4.16 [20]. The point wise convolutions of size 1x1 are done to reduce the dimensions.

Overall, the number of performed convolutions is small and the model complexity is less,

making it lighter to train. The complete architecture of Xception network model is shown in

Figure 4.17.
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Figure 4.16 Xception Modules [20]

Figure 4.17 Xception Architecture Details [20]

Chapter 5

Results and Discussion
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5.1. Survival analysis using VGG-19 structure

The VGG-19 structure details are introduced in Chapter 4. This CNN structure was used with

Cox-proportional hazard loss function and Concordance index as evaluation metrics. Adagrad

optimizer was used for fitting the model and finding optimal biases, weights, and

convolutional kernels and to minimize the risk set. This Survival CNN model was fitted by

15-fold cross validation. In each cross validation the data was split into 80% as training and

20% for validation. The concordance index (CI) and Integrated Brier Score (IBS) for these 15

folds cross validations is presented in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1 Results of VGG19 for 15-fold cross validation

Fold number Concordance index Loss Integrated brier score

1 0.757 1.516 0.116

2 0.758 1.533 0.121

3 0.723 1.588 0.157

4 0.767 1.483 0.109

5 0.799 1.394 0.073

6 0.765 1.452 0.125

7 0.687 1.650 0.229

8 0.701 1.599 0.186

9 0.717 1.527 0.173

10 0.789 1.460 0.065

11 0.724 1.605 0.152

12 0.703 1.648 0.197

13 0.779 1.449 0.096

14 0.753 1.529 0.126

15 0.788 1.489 0.089
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The maximum CI in 15 folds cross validation for VGG19 was found to be 0.799. The average

CI is 0.747 and the median CI is 0.757. The results are almost equivalent compared with

Mobadersany et al, (2018) [40] using histology images only. In the SCNN model reported by

Mobadersany et al, (2018) [40]

, the mean C-index was 0.741 and the median C-index was equal 0.745. 

Another parameter presented in Table 5.1 for evaluation of the results is integrated brier

score. The IBS measure is close to 0.25 for the random model. Smaller values show better fit.

The minimum IBS found for VGG-19 in 15-fold cross validation is 0.065. The median and

mean for IBS are 0.134 and 0.125, respectively.

The negative partial-log likelihood or Loss value is also presented in Table 5.1. Mean and

median for loss are 1.527 and 1.528, respectively. 

5.2. Survival analysis using DensNet-121 structure

The DensNet-121 structure detail is introduced in Chapter 4. Like the previous structure, the

CNN structure of DenNet-121 was used with Cox-proportional hazard loss function and

Concordance index as evaluation metric. Adagrad optimizer was used for fitting the model.

This Survival CNN model was fitted by 15-fold cross validation. In each cross validation the

data was split into 80% as training and 20% for validation. The concordance index (CI) and

Integrated brier score (IBS) for these 15-folds cross validations is presented in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2 Results of DensNet121 for 15-fold cross validation.

Fold number Concordance index Loss Integrated brier score

1 0.815 1.272 0.082

2 0.826 1.407 0.100
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3 0.761 1.989 0.176

4 0.825 0.997 0.060

5 0.865 0.182 0.040

6 0.803 0.829 0.087

7 0.696 2.730 0.247

8 0.709 2.206 0.234

9 0.716 1.623 0.193

10 0.873 0.649 0.034

11 0.772 2.092 0.171

12 0.738 2.577 0.249

13 0.841 0.689 0.047

14 0.810 1.403 0.106

15 0.883 0.923 0.030

In DensNet121 the maximum CI is 0.883, The mean and median of the CI are 0.796 and

0.810, respectively.

The IBS of the DensNet10 is also reported in Table 5.2, the minimum IBS is 0.0304, the

mean and median of IBS are 0.123 and 0.100, respectively.

The negative partial-log likelihood or loss for DensNet121 are also reported in Table 5.2. The

minimum loss is 0.182. The mean and median of loss are 1.438 and 1.403, respectively. 

5.3. Survival analysis using Inception-V3 structure

The Inception-V3 structure detail is introduced in Chapter 4. This structure with

Cox-proportional hazard loss function and concordance index as metric was used. Adagrad

optimizer was used for fitting the model. This Survival CNN model was fitted by 15-fold

cross validation. The concordance index (CI) and integrated brier score (IBS) for these

15-folds cross validations is presented in Table 5.3.
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Table 5.3 Results of Inception-V3 for 15-fold cross validation.

Fold number Concordance index Loss Integrated brier score

1 0.721 1.569 0.113

2 0.716 1.548 0.098

3 0.727 1.446 0.116

4 0.715 1.614 0.129

5 0.705 1.751 0.151

6 0.696 1.636 0.184

7 0.695 1.311 0.172

8 0.722 1.403 0.163

9 0.709 1.497 0.210

10 0.733 1.681 0.080

11 0.733 1.432 0.091

12 0.711 1.344 0.119

13 0.710 1.666 0.138

14 0.717 1.546 0.114

15 0.710 1.633 0.076

The mean and median of CI for Inception-V3 are 0.715 and 0.715, respectively. The

maximum CI is 0.733.

The mean and median IBS for Inception-V3 is 0.130 and 0.119, respectively. The minimum

IBS in 15-fold cross validation is 0.076.

The mean and median for loss value for Inception-V3 are 1.538 and 1.548, respectively. The

minimum loss is 1.311.
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5.4. Survival analysis using InceptionResNet-V2 structure

The InceptionResNet-V3 structure detail is introduced in Chapter 4. This structure with

Cox-proportional hazard loss function and concordance index as metric was used. Adagrad

optimizer was used for fitting the model. This Survival CNN model was fitted by 15-fold

cross validation. The concordance index (CI) and integrated brier score (IBS) for these

15-folds cross validations is presented in Table 5.4.

Table 5.4 Results of Inception-ResNet-V2 for 15-fold cross validation.

Fold number Concordance index Loss Integrated brier score

1 0.737 1.433 0.139

2 0.741 1.480 0.154

3 0.708 1.688 0.198

4 0.741 1.334 0.121

5 0.763 1.043 0.058

6 0.727 1.272 0.123

7 0.665 1.947 0.289

8 0.680 1.764 0.222

9 0.683 1.555 0.184

10 0.772 1.213 0.075

11 0.715 1.725 0.201

12 0.691 1.895 0.261

13 0.750 1.224 0.098

14 0.733 1.479 0.154

15 0.770 1.308 0.116

The maximum CI for Inception-ResNet-V2 model is 0.772. The mean and median CI are

0.725 and 0.733, respectively.
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The minimum IBS for Inception-ResNet-V2 model is 0.058. The mean and median IBS for

this model is 0.160 and 0.154, respectively.

The minimum loss value is 1.043. The mean and median loss for Inception-ResNet-V2 model

is 1.491 and 1.479, respectively.

5.5. Survival analysis using Xception structure.

The Xception structure detail is introduced in Chapter 4. This structure with Cox-proportional

hazard loss function and concordance index as metric was used. Adagrad optimizer was used

for fitting the model. This Survival CNN model was fitted by 15-fold cross validation. The

concordance index (CI) and integrated brier score (IBS) for these 15-folds cross validations is

presented in Table 5.5.

Table 5.5 Results of Xception for 15-fold cross validation.

Fold number Concordance index Loss Integrated brier score

1 0.711 1.462 0.112

2 0.718 1.501 0.130

3 0.680 1.674 0.184

4 0.708 1.378 0.091

5 0.721 1.134 0.085

6 0.671 1.321 0.093

7 0.611 1.881 0.294

8 0.635 1.734 0.214

9 0.619 1.557 0.168

10 0.759 1.283 0.034

11 0.697 1.708 0.187

12 0.659 1.843 0.260

13 0.713 1.286 0.063

14 0.705 1.499 0.130
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15 0.755 1.358 0.083

The mean and median CI for the Xception model is 0.691 and 0.705, respectively. The

maximum CI is 0.759.

The mean and median IBS in 15-fold cross validation is 0.142 and 0.130, respectively. The

minimum IBS is 0.034.

The mean and median of loss in 15-fold cross validation for Xception model are 1.508 and

1.4999, respectively. The minimum loss is 1.134.

5.6. Comparing results of CNN structures

In this section, the performance of the 5 CNN structures used in this study are compared

together. The Boxplot of the concordance index (CI) for 15 folds cross validation in each of 5

structures is presented in Figure 5.1. In this figure “ICP” means Inception model, “ICP-V3”

shows the results for Inception-V3 and “ICP-ResNet-V2” shows the results for

Inception-ResNet-V2. 
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Figure 5.1 Boxplot presenting concordance index in 15 folds cross validation.

It could be seen that DensNet121 model has the highest median Concordance index. The

difference between values of CI in these 15-fold cross validation was statistically tested using

Wilcoxon Ranksum test. The same random seed for split in cross validation is used, like the

analysis was performed in this study. The results could be considered as pairs and hence,

Wilcoxon signed rank test which tests the null hypothesis that the difference between two

variables is significantly different from zero also is applicable. The statistical test is available

in SciPy library of python. The comparison of each of 5 structures are presented in Table 5.6.
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Table 5.6 Wilcoxon Ranksum/signed rank test for comparing 5 CNN structures - in term of CI.

Pairwise comparing Wilcoxon
Ranksum

P-valu
e

Wilcoxon Signed
Rank

P-valu
e

DensNet121 vs VGG19 2.302 0.021 1.0 0.000*

DensNet121 vs Xception 3.795 0.000* 0.0 0.000*

DensNet121 vs Inception-V3 3.380 0.000* 3.0 0.000*

DensNet121 vs
Inception-ResNet-V2

3.048 0.002 0.0 0.000*

VGG19 vs Xception 3.131 0.001 0.0 0.000*

VGG19 vs Inception-V3 2.467 0.013 19.0 0.018

VGG19 vs
Inception-ResNet-V2

1.596 0.110 0.0 0.000*

Xception vs Inception-V3 1.721 0.085 27.0 0.063

Xception vs
Inception-ResNet-V2

-2.177 0.029 0.0 0.000*

Inception-V3 vs
Inception-ResNet-V2

-1.265 0.205 41.0 0.302

* means the p-value is less than 0.001.

The bold values in Table 5.6 shows the p-values which are statistically significant at 5 percent

significance level. The CI of DensNet121 is significantly different from other 4 structures.

The results of Ranksum test for comparing DensNet121 verse VGG19 shows a p-value =

0.021 < 0.05, which is slightly less than 5% and shows significant difference at 5%

significance level. 

The-second-high performing model is VGG-19. Pairwise comparison for VGG19 vs other

models using Ranksum test show that the CI of VGG-19 is significantly different from

Xception, Inception-V3. But the difference between CI of VGG-19 and Inception-ResNet-V2

is not statistically significant. Hence according to the boxplot and the statistical test, we can

say that DensNet121 is better than other models followed by VGG-19, then

Inception-ResNetV2 and the lowest ranking are Inception-V3 and Xception models.
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Another evaluation measure used in this study is integrated brier score, the boxplot for IBS

for comparing 5 CNN structures is presented in Figure 5.2. In this figure “ICP-V3” and

“ICP-ResNet-V2” indicate Inception-V3 and Inception-ResNet-V2, respectively.

Figure 5.2 IBS of 5 CNN structures using 15-fold cross validation.

In the Figure 5.2, the median of DensNet121 is a bit lower compared with other models. The

Wilcoxon Ranksum test were used to compare these 5 CNN structures in term of IBS. The

pairwise comparison using Wilcoxon Ranksum test is presented in Table 5.7.

Table 5.7 Wilcoxon Ranksum/signed rank test for comparing 5 CNN structures in term of IBS.

Pairwise comparing Wilcoxon
Ranksum

P-valu
e

Wilcoxon signed
rank

P-valu
e

DensNet121 vs VGG19 -1.472 0.140 11.0 0.0033

DensNet121 vs Xception -0.850 0.395 16.0 0.010

DensNet121 vs Inception-V3 -0.684 0.493 53.0 0.719
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DensNet121 vs
Inception-ResNet-V2

-1.430 0.152 3.0 0.003

VGG19 vs Xception 0.933 0.350 31.0 0.106

VGG19 vs Inception-V3 1.348 0.177 27.0 0.063

VGG19 vs Inception-ResNet-V2 -0.145 0.884 47.0 0.488

Xception vs Inception-V3 0.103 0.917 51.0 0.638

Xception vs
Inception-ResNet-V2

-0.808 0.418 11.0 0.003

Inception-V3 vs
Inception-ResNet-V2

-1.306 0.191 33.0 0.135

* Means the p-value is less than <0.001.

The Wilcoxon Ranksum test is used to determine if two variables come from the same

distribution. For all comparisons, the null hypothesis holds. According to the Wilcoxon

Ranksum test, there is no substantial difference between the IBS of the models. However,

since the random seed of the splits were the same, the two variables could be considered as

paired samples. The Wilcoxon signed rank test shows that the IBS of DensNet121 is

significantly less than other models except for Inception-V3. For the other comparisons, only

Xception is significantly different from Inception-ResNet-V2. In the Boxplot of Figure 5.2

also it can be seen that the median of IBS of DenseNet121 is a bit lower than other models.

5.7. Prediction on Testing data using 5 CNN structures

After implementing cross validation and training the CNN models, the 5 CNN models were

tested using testing data. Test data includes histology images for 153 patients. These 153

patients were not included in the training folder. So, they are considered as new data. The

best way to evaluate the machine learning models are by testing them using new dataset

which were not included in the training process. The prediction was done as it was explained

in summary of method by calculating the median risk for each of 9 High Power Field (HPFs)

and then sorting the median prediction in descending order for each region (as we know there
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are 266 images for 153 unique patients which means for some of the patients there are more

than one region in the test data) and selecting the second highest median prediction as the

predicted score for the patient. The Hazard ratio was predicted for each patient. The Table 5.7

shows the predicted Hazard ratio for 8 patients which are included in test folder.  

Table 5.8 Hazard Ratio of testing data using 5 CNN models.

Name Surviva
l

DensNet-12
1

VGG-1
9

Xceptio
n

ICP-V
3

ICP-ResNet-V
2

TCGA-02-000
6

558 0.865 0.475 0.933 0.238 0.649

TCGA-02-000
9

322 0.701 0.549 1.134 0.673 0.613

TCGA-02-003
3

86 1.403 0.343 1.537 0.405 0.551

TCGA-02-004
8

98 2.071 0.861 0.377 1.069 1.567

TCGA-02-005
2

383 0.952 0.525 0.157 0.250 1.019

TCGA-02-007
4

310 2.283 1.591 1.480 1.204 3.484

TCGA-02-008
5

1561 0.554 0.691 0.327 0.698 0.294

TCGA-02-025
8

503 0.452 0.212 1.655 0.181 0.479

Concordant - 21 16 18 18 19

Discordant - 7 12 10 10 9

CI - 0.75 0.57 0.642 0.642 0.678

For comparing reasons 8 patients were included in the table. The predicted hazard ratio for 5

CNN models and the survival of these 8 patients are presented. The Concordance index was

calculated manually by using these Hazard ratios and survival times. DensNet121 performs

best compared with other models. From 28 comparable pairs, only 7 of them are discordant. 
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The discordant pairs are {TCGA-02-0006, TCGA-02-0258}, {TCGA-02-0006,

TCGA-02-0009}, {TCGA-02-0009, TCGA-02-0052}, {TCGA-02-0033, TCGA-02-0048},

{TCGA-02-0033, TCGA-02-0074}, {TCGA-02-0048, TCGA-02-0074} and

{TCGA-02-0085, TCGA-02-0258}. The remaining 21 comparable pairs are concordant. This

shows a Concordance index equal to 0.75 for the part of test data that was shown in Table

5.7. After DensNet121, The Inception-ResNet-V2 has the highest CI = 0.678. All 153

patients of testing folder have been tested and compared in 5 CNN structures in Table 5.8. 

Table 5.9 Concordance index for the whole 153 test patients

Test Data DensNet121 VGG-19 Xception Inception-V3 ICP-ResNet-V2

CI 0.742 0.651 0.546 0.640 0.720

For the testing data, the DensNet121 model includes the highest CI (0.742), the

Inception-ResNet-V2 is the second highest model with CI 0.720.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

The study was performed using Histology images of the patients to build a survival model

which can predict the patients hazard ratio by using the Region of Interest of the Histology

images. Five diverse CNN models have been trained, namely VGG-19, DensNet121,

Inception-V3, Inception-ResNet-V2 and Xception. The loss function of Cox-proportional

hazard has been used to fit a survival model. 

6.1. Conclusion for DenseNet121 structure

From five CNN structures, using 15 folds cross validation, it was seen that DensNet121 with

the median concordance Index equal 0.81 and Integrated brier score of 0.10 performed best

compared with other CNN structures. Wilcoxon Ranksum test has been used to compare the

CI and IBS of the DensNet121 with other CNN structures. While CI of DensNet121 were

significantly higher than other CNN models, the IBS of DensNet121 using Wilcoxon

Ranksum test was not significantly lower than other CNN structures. However, since the

random seed for splitting data were same, the data was also considered as paired data and the

difference between the IBS of the CNN models in 15 folds cross validation was tested by

Wilcoxon signed rank test. The Wilcoxon signed rank test showed that IBS of DensNet121

was significantly lower than other CNN structures, except for Inception-V3. This was seen

also in Boxplot that the median of IBS for DensNet121 is less than others, but the IBS of

DensNet121 had high variation (interquartile range). Therefore, using Wilcoxon Ranksum

test the difference between DensNet121, and other models was not significant at 5%

significance level. After 15 folds cross validation the models were tested using testing data.
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The results of 15 folds cross validation show a bit higher median CI (0.81) compared with the

one found by Mobadersany et al, (2018) [40] using only Histology images (0.754). Testing

data included 153 unique patients which were not involved in the training process and were

tested using CNN structures. The Hazard ratio was estimated using the 9 High Power Field

(HPFs) in the prediction. The median risk for 9 HPs were calculated for each region included

in test folder for each patient, since there are 266 images for 153 unique patients, so some of

the patients include more than one region in their histology images. The predicted risk for all

153 patients has been calculated. The concordance index of the DensNet121 for testing data

was 0.742 which is a bit lower than results of 15 folds cross validation. The CI of

DensNet121 remained highest compared with other models in the testing data.

6.2. Conclusion for VGG-19 structure

The VGG-19 structure was another structure which was also used by Mobadersany et al,

(2018) [40]. Implementing 15 folds cross validation the second-best performance could be

considered for VGG-19. The median concordance index for 15 folds cross validation is

0.757. The median Integrated brier score is 0.134. Using Wilcoxon Ranksum test, the CI of

VGG-19 were significantly higher compared with Xception, Inception-V3 but it was not

significantly different from Inception-ResNet-V2 at 5% significance level (P-value = 0.11).

However, using Wilcoxon signed rank test the CI of VGG-19 were significantly higher

compared with Xception, Inception-V3 and Inception-ResNet-V2. In term of IBS both test of

Wilcoxon Ranksum and Wilcoxon signed rank test do not show significant difference

between IBS of VGG-19 with Xception, Inception-V3 and Inception-ResNet-V2. Prediction

was done on 153 unique patients in testing data. The CI of testing data for VGG-19 (0.651)

was not higher than Inception-ResNet-V2 (0.72). But it was higher than Xception and a bit

higher than Inception-V3.
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6.3. Conclusion for Inception-ResNet-V2 structure

The median concordance index for 15-fold cross validation for this structure was 0.733. The

median integrate brier score for Inception-ResNet-V2 is 0.154. The Wilcoxon Ranksum test

shows that the CI of this model only is significantly higher than Xception model. Using

Wilcoxon Ranksum test, the IBS of this model is not significantly different with VGG-19,

Xception and Inception-V3. Only using Wilcoxon signed rank test the IBS of

Inception-ResNet-V2 were significantly lower than Xception (P-value=0.003). Using testing

data of 153 unique patients, this method had the second highest performance compared with

other CNN structure with CI = 0.72.

6.4. Conclusion for Inception-V3 and Xception structures

The results of 15 folds cross validation do not show significant difference in Inception-V3

and Xception models for both CI and IBS. Both Ranksum and Signed rank tests do not show

significant difference in value of CI and IBS at 5% significance level. These two models were

the worst models in these 5 CNN structures. However, using testing data the CI of

Inception-V3 (0.64) is 0.1 more than Xception model (0.546).

6.5. Suggestions for future study

The dataset used in this study included a higher fraction of censored data compared with

uncensored data. Hence, the consistency of the results of the model could be investigated by

using other datasets and preferably with the dataset which include less censored data.

The loss function was computed separately for each batch of size 32 due to memory

constraints. Hence, the riskset differs from once batch to another. This makes the

convergence of the model to be more time consuming. Using GPU resources with higher

volume of RAM seems to be a good idea to get to the convergence to global minimum in loss
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function better and faster. Since several regions were included for each patient, so the tied

survival events were also added to the higher fraction of the censored data. The robust

evaluation needs to be considered with the dataset with less ties and uncensored events.

Another suggestion is to be more restrictive in selecting the Region of Interest. The ROI

instead of being selected manually could be selected by implementing unsupervised machine

learning techniques. A seemingly good idea is that to use Non-Hierarchical K-means

clustering for selecting the ROI regions. The RGBA images included in this study are

1024x1024x4. In augmentation process after objective magnification, the data is randomly

cropped to 256x256x4. This augmentation causes losing useful information in some histology

images, since it is done quite randomly in the augmentation phase. Hence, the idea of

K-means clustering could be replaced in this phase of augmentation to find the centroid of the

regions which we are looking for. For example, if the tumour can be seen more in the portion

with the highest red colour, the resultant clusters could be checked and the centroid of cluster

which has the highest value in Red channel minus Blue channel + Red channel minus Green

channel could be selected as the centroid of cropping. Then the augmentation with be done

more appropriately compared with random cropping. If large volume of memory in GPU

become available, another feasible but time-consuming method is to use the original size of

the images for the CNN model instead of randomly cropping them in the augmentation. Since

there has been improvement in using the DensNet121 model, it is also suggested to use

genomic variables beside histology images and compare the CNN structures using genomic +

histology images. 
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